
CS 5435:
Computer fraud 
and abuse
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Instructor: Tom Ristenpart



So far: authentication
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Database 
(e.g., SQL)

Guests

Hosts

Today: abusing services with (authenticated) access to them



A useful dichotomy

• Financially-motivated abuse

• Non-financially-motivated abuse
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Early view on tech fraud: email spam and scams

• Spam
– unsolicited bulk emails
– Illegal in USA since CAN-SPAM act of 2003

• Scams
– Nigerian emails (advanced fee fraud / confidence trick)

• Phishing
– trick users into downloading malware, submitting password to attacker, 

CC info to attacker, etc.
– Spear phishing: targeted on individuals (used in high-profile intrusions)





Spanish Prisoner 
confidence trick
• 19th century
• In contact with rich guy in 

Spanish prison
• Just need a little money to 

bribe guards, he’ll reward 
you greatly

• Advance-fee scam
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https://pdf.ic3.gov/2018_IC3Report.pdf



https://www.talosintelligence.com/reputation_center/email_rep#tab=1



• September 2007
– Media:  1 – 50 million bots
– More likely: 10,000s to 100,000s

• Early spam campaigns used titles such as 
“230 dead as storm batters Europe.”

• Propagated via spam linking to malware
• Thought to be controlled by Russian Business Network

[Enright 2007]

See also:  http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~savage/papers/login08.pdf

Storm botnet (2007-08)



How to make money off a botnet?
• Rental

– “Pay me money, and I’ll let you use my botnet… no questions asked”
• DDoS extortion  / DDoS for hire

– “Pay me or I take your legitimate business off web”
– “Pay me and I’ll take someone else off Internet”

• Bulk traffic selling 
– “Pay me to direct bots to websites to boost visit counts”

• Click fraud, SEO
– “Simulate clicks on advertised links to generate revenue”
– Cloaking, link farms, etc.

• Theft of monetizable data (eg., financial accounts)
• Data ransom (now called ransomware)

– “I’ve encrypted your harddrive, now pay me money to unencrypt it”
• Spam to advertise products



Underground forums
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Figure 3: Median activity users engaged in prior

to transitioning groups for CC.
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Figure 4: Median activity users engaged in prior

to transitioning groups for FH.
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Figure 5: Distribution of users’ interactions for

PMs on LC.

Threads Users Top

Category B S B S Subcategory

payments 5,294 5,074 1,354 1,281 paysafecard

game-related 935 951 449 459 steam

credit cards 597 798 339 421 unspecified cc

accounts 761 566 382 356 ebay

merchandise 390 518 246 334 iphone

software/keys 355 485 214 296 key/serial

services 155 562 119 384 carder

victim logs 380 334 237 232 viclog

mail/drop srvs 347 292 248 203 packstation

fraud tools 203 343 132 239 socks

Table 5: Top 10 most commonly traded merchandise categories on CC

4.4 Group Elevation
Users that join a forum are assigned a group, which roughly cor-

responds to their social status on the site. Generally, users start in

the pending authorization group, meaning they must perform some

action (e.g., respond to email confirmation) or undergo some type

of scrutiny before being given access to the forum. Once the user

has jumped through the necessary hoops, they begin in the “new-

bie” group. After some activity, users are generally elevated to a

non-newbie group and advance from there. Figures 3 and 4 show

the median amount of activity that users engaged in prior to tran-

sitioning to higher group levels for CC and FH (BH and HL were

similar to FH). All the forums place a large emphasis on public

postings versus private messaging, indicating that reputation comes

from being publicly active on the forums. Users with greater stand-

ing in the CC forum have the most balanced amount of activity,

posting and private messaging in roughly equal amounts.

4.5 User Interaction Analysis
Figure 5 shows how private message interactions are distributed

among users’ “associates” (i.e., fellow members they are linked

with) on LC, which has the greatest number of PMs. We looked

at these distributions to determine the extent to which users interact

with different individuals. For each user, we compute a distribu-

tion of private messaging events over the user’s associates. We then

looked at the 60%,70%, and 80% points in that distribution. Fig-

ure 5 suggests that users on LC exchange private messages with a

diverse set of individuals, versus users on traditional OSNs, who

interact with few of their friends. Wilson et al. [11] found that, for

users on Facebook, 20% of their friends account for 70% of their

interactions. In contrast, for users on LC, approximately 70% of

their associates are responsible for 70% of their private messages.

The corresponding graph for users linked via threads is similar.

5. MARKETPLACE
In this section we look at the types of goods and services ex-

changed on LC and CC, the two forums with the most well devel-

Threads Users Top

Category B S B S Subcategory

payments 8,507 8,092 1,539 1,409 paysafecard

game-related 2,379 2,584 924 987 steam

accounts 2,119 2,067 850 974 rapidshare

credit cards 996 1160 467 566 unspecified cc

software/keys 729 1410 422 740 key/serial

fraud tools 652 1155 363 601 socks

tutorials/guides 950 537 562 393 tutorials

mail/drop srvs 751 681 407 364 packstation

merchandise 493 721 264 404 ipod

services 266 916 176 555 carder

Table 6: Top 10 most commonly traded merchandise categories on LC.

oped and active trading marketplaces. We first look at what types of

goods are traded among these two underground communities, and

then analyze how social degree and reputation affect trading.

5.1 Merchandise
To determine what types of items are available on the forums,

we extracted thread titles containing the markers “[B]” or “[S]”,

denoting items that are being traded for and sought after, respec-

tively. We then wrote over 500 regular expressions to bin the items

into 18 categories; these hand-defined categories include merchan-

dise, banking information, drugs, mailing and dropping services,

and a number of other commonly observed wares/services. We cre-

ated the categories based on domain knowledge of illicit goods and

by randomly sampling trading thread titles. Using our regular ex-

pressions, we categorized 87% of the 14,430 CC threads and 77%

of 31,923 LC threads. Because users typically list several items for

trade in a single thread, a thread may be counted in multiple cat-

egories. There is a long tail of merchandise types that we did not

cover with our regular expressions; for example, on LC, threads

mention such items as “Internet hack N95” or “Proteine - Inko X-

TREME Muscle Gainer”, while on CC, threads offer up such goods

as “Conrad.de Kundenlogins” or “Pall Mall umsonst”.

Tables 5 and 6 show the top 10 most commonly traded items on

CC and LC (respectively), ordered by the number of total binned

threads in the designated category. The thread column shows the

number of thread titles containing terms associated with the cate-

gory, while the user column shows the number of distinct users who

created those threads. The “B” and “S” columns denote threads

where items were being traded for or sought after, respectively.

The items most commonly traded for are offline/online payments,

including PayPal, cash, Ukash, and PaySafeCards (PSC). Over 5%

of all threads involve trading for offline/online payments on both

forums. Traders in the underground market prefer PSC, a type of

prepaid online currency that is widely used in Europe. Gaming ac-

counts, in particular Steam, are the second most commonly traded

item; credit cards and accounts make up the next two traded for

[Motoyama et al., An Analysis of Underground Forums, 2011]



How to make money off financial credentials?

• Money mules
– Deposits into mules’ account from 

the victim’s
– Mule purchases items using stolen 

CCN, sells them online
– Mule withdraws cash from ATMs 

using victim credentials

• Wires money to (for example) 
former Soviet Union



Example spam-advertised goods backend
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From Levchenko et al., “Click Trajectories: End-to-End Analysis of the Spam
Value Chain”, IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy, 2011



How to prevent fraudulent actions?
• Content analysis
– Spam filters

• Identify bad accounts
– Correlate bad actions with accounts, try to detect bots
– Sock-puppet accounts (many controlled by one person)

• Identify bad devices
– Device cookies to correlate different account accesses
– IP blacklists, ISP blacklists

• Target fraud-support infrastructure
– Botnet takedowns, bank accounts, jail sentences



Spam Classifiers

Classifier Spam / Ham

Classifier trained from 
corpus of labeled data 

Ham Spam

…



Naïve Bayes Classifier
Represent email as “bag of words”

quota 1
webmail 4
cornell 0
fee 1

… …

Intuition: spam and ham 
have different distribution 
of keywords

Pr[x1 , x2, … , xn | spam ]  Pr[spam]
Pr[x1 , x2, … , xn ]

Pr[ spam |  x1 , x2, … , xn ]  =

Pr[ ham |  x1 , x2, … , xn ]  =

x1
x2
x3
x4

=     Pr[spam]           Pr[xi | spam ]⇧
Pr[x1 , x2, … , xn ]

Bayes’ theorem

“Naïve”: assume
words independent

Pr[ham]           Pr[xi | ham]⇧
Pr[x1 , x2, … , xn ]



Naïve Bayes Classifier

Pr[ spam |  x1 , x2, … , xn ]  

Pr[ ham |  x1 , x2, … , xn ]  =

=     Pr[spam]           Pr[xi | spam ]⇧
Pr[x1 , x2, … , xn ]

Pr[ham]           Pr[xi | ham]⇧
Pr[x1 , x2, … , xn ]

Classify as spam if:     Pr[ spam |  x1 , x2, … , xn ]   >   Pr[ ham |  x1 , x2, … , xn ]  

Represent email as “bag of words”
quota 1
webmail 4
cornell 0
fee 1

… …

Intuition: spam and ham 
have different distribution 
of keywords

x1
x2
x3
x4



Naïve Bayes Classifier

Pr[ spam |  x1 , x2, … , xn ]  

Pr[ ham |  x1 , x2, … , xn ]  =

=     Pr[spam]           Pr[xi | spam ]⇧
Pr[x1 , x2, … , xn ]

Pr[ham]           Pr[xi | ham]⇧
Pr[x1 , x2, … , xn ]

Classify as spam if: Pr[spam]           Pr[xi | spam ]⇧ >     Pr[ham]         Pr[xi | ham]⇧

Estimate these from
labeled training data

Represent email as “bag of words”
quota 1
webmail 4
cornell 0
fee 1

… …

Intuition: spam and ham 
have different distribution 
of keywords

x1
x2
x3
x4



Spam classifiers

• Nowadays classifiers more complex than this
– Other features: Who is sender? How many links embedded? 
– Can update in real-time given labeling by user(s)
– For larger orgs, can leverage wide view across many email 

recipients (Gmail)

• Nowadays some companies do pretty good job of 
making sure spam doesn’t hit your inbox
– 95% of email gets filtered as spam (2009, ENISA Spam Survey)



Botnet countermeasures?
• Infection prevention
• Infection detection 
• C&C take-down
• Undermine the economics
– Banking take-down. See 

http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2012/03/microsoft-botnet-takedown/



Web services in-class exercise
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In-class 5-minute exercise:
Discuss your favorite web service: 
1. What commercially-motivated abuse might it have to contend with?
2. How might you prevent it?



Removing bad actors from services is hard
• Facebook: spammer accounts, fake fraud accounts, …
• Twitter: illicit promotional accounts, …
• Yelp: fake reviews, fake restaurants, …
• AirBNB: scam rental or experience ads
• Lyft: colluding drivers + riders
• Google: spammers using Gmail, advertisers violating terms of 

service, SEO, Play store bad apps, …



Examples of other forms of abuse

• Online harassment and bullying
– Coordinated campaigns 
– Doxxing, raiding (other websites), …

• Misinformation campaigns
• Targeted attacks and RATs (remote access trojans)
• Tech abuse in intimate partner violence 
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Rest of lecture will discuss sexual violence, 
physical violence, and other forms of abuse 



Coordinated harassment campaigns
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• Anonymous bulletin board
• Generated lots of memes, known to host some child 

sexual abuse media (CSAM) (though technically against 
site policy)

• Associated with Anonymous hacker group
• Used to coordinate harassment, bullying, hacking
• Associated with alt-right groups
• Involved in Gamergate, banned Gamergate discussion

• Similar to 4chan (different site operator)
• No longer available due to CloudFlare and 

other providers dropping it
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• Sustained harassment campaign against female gaming developers and others
– Rape threats, murder threats, doxing (home address, other personal 

information disclosed)
– Astroturfing, sock-puppet campaigns on Twitter

• Organized on 4chan & (after banning on 4chan) 8chan, most harassment 
played out on  twitter  (#gamergate)

• Why? Ex-boyfriend of initial victim posted false claims about victim
– “Right-wing backlash against progressivism” (in gaming)

Coordinated harassment campaigns: Gamergate



Mininformation campaigns
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• Pizzagate conspiracy
• QAnon conspiracy
• 2016 election interference

– Cambridge Analytica 
– Russian influence operations

• Research studies indicate falsehoods spreads faster than truth on social media

“there is a worldwide cabal of Satan-worshiping pedophiles 
who rule the world, essentially, and they control everything. 
They control politicians, and they control the media. They 
control Hollywood, and they cover up their existence, 
essentially. And they would have continued ruling the world, 
were it not for the election of President Donald Trump,”

-Travis View



Identifying abuse content
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• Use locality-sensitive hashing to check if similar to known bad content
– H such that |H(image) – H(image’)| < threshold    if image, image’ very similar

• Use machine learning to try to identify patterns indicative of abusive content
– Is image a picture of a naked child?

• Refer out to human for review  (Facebook has 10,000s of moderators)
• Content flagged by users also sent through reviewing pipelines

– Flagging mechanisms also subject to abuse (illicit takedowns)

New abusive 
content 

detection

Similarity to 
particular 
content Abuse 

DB

Human review



Identifying abuse content
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• PhotoDNA is system for similarity matching of child sexual abuse media 
(CSAM) run by Microsoft
– Used widely in industry

• Legal requirements around CSAM strict: must report detected content to 
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC)

New abusive 
content 

detection

Similarity to 
particular 
content Abuse 

DB

Human review



Targeted attacks
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• Dissidents, journalists, activists 
targeted by nation-states
– Phishing attacks, botnet-style 

C&C servers to collect data
– Remote Access Trojans (RATs)

• Small industry of companies 
providing “lawful access” tools

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/usenixsecurity14/sec14-paper-blond.pdf
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/usenixsecurity14/sec14-paper-marczak.pdf
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/usenixsecurity14/sec14-paper-hardy.pdf

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/usenixsecurity14/sec14-paper-blond.pdf
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/usenixsecurity14/sec14-paper-marczak.pdf
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/usenixsecurity14/sec14-paper-hardy.pdf


Intimate partner violence (IPV) abusers exploit technology:
• Harassing texts/messages
• GPS devices & spyware apps
• Victim accounts being “hacked”
• Physical device access
• …
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Targeted personal attacks

11% of men
[National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey 2010-2012]

25% of women suffered rape, physical violence, and/or stalking 
by an intimate partner



Four categories of common IPV tech attacks

Account/device compromise

Harmful messages or posts Exposure of private information

• Abuser owns device/account
• Shared account/device
• Buying children device

• Prevent use / destroy device
• Digitally control access
• Track location, monitor usage

Ownership-based
• Physical access to unlocked device
• Force password / pin revelation
• Remotely “hack” via security 

questions / passwords

• Install spyware / “dual-use” app
• Track location, monitor victim
• Steal or delete info
• Lock victim out of account
• Impersonate victim

• Call/text/message victim (from 
spoofed account)

• Post harmful content (e.g., 
threaten violence)

• Harass victim’s friends/family
• Proxy harassment

• Blackmail by threat of exposure
• “Doxxing” victim
• Non-consensual intimate images
• Fake profiles/advertisements of 

sexual services
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“An abusive partner kicked in our front door and wound up in the lobby of our 
building by tracking her phone . . . it was some secondary application that 
the abuser had put on it and knew exactly where she was. He literally kicked 
our front door open. We called the police … it was scary.”       – Case manager

The spyware (aka stalkerware) problem

https://www.spymasterpro.com/
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Clinic to End Tech Abuse

• Research on tech abuse in IPV led to new clinical model for 
helping survivors
– Direct support of survivors on tech abuse by volunteer tech 

consultants
– Partnership with New York City Mayor’s Office to End Domestic and 

Gender-Based Violence (ENDGBV)

• Work on improving technology 

• https://www.ceta.tech.cornell.edu/
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